
List of Materials and Supplies:  2018-2019 

English Department  

All English Classes: 

Pencils 

Pens (blue or black ink) 

Lined paper 

Duo-tang folder 

3 ring binder 

Composition/spiral notebook 

The following courses or teachers require these additional supplies: 

Mr. Gass – a flash drive  

Ms. Shoults – Highlighters 

           Index cards/note cards 

           Post it notes (regular size) 

 

Marketing and Introduction to Business/Marketing classes: Mrs. Rhoden 

1. college ruled (11x8.5) notebook 

2. 1-inch binder 

3. glue sticks 

4. box of markers 

5. pencils 

Advertising and Public Relations: Mrs. Rhoden 

1. 1" binder 

2. paper 

Event Planning: Mrs. Roden 

1. 2" binder 

2. 2-3 colors of cardstock paper 

3. glue sticks or double-sided tape 

KHS Choirs Materials/Uniform List: Mr. Tinsley 

All Choirs 

 1 Black 1in. Binder with Rings for music (it will also be what is used if folders are used 

in concerts so it must be in good condition and meet these qualifications or another one 

will have to be purchased).  



 A couple highlighters to mark music  

 Pencils (mechanical or regular) for marking music (make sure they have good erasers so 

they do not blotch the music when erased) 

 A few Colored pencils to help mark music 

 Paper (College or wide ruled is fine) for taking notes 

These materials will need to be brought to class every day to ensure a smooth rehearsal process. 

Having to get up, dig through backpacks, search for pencils, or not have anything at all will not 

be acceptable.  

 Uniforms: 

o Men’s Choir: 

 White Button Down Shirt  

 Tie/Bowtie (any color is fine) 

 Black dress pants 

 Black Dress Shoes 

 Black Socks 

o Women’s choir 

 Can wear white dress, black, dress, or any combination of the two for the 

concert. It may have a simple black/white pattern, but nothing crazy. Girls 

can also wear black pants and white or black top but it must be business 

attire and appropriate for school.  

 Girls may wear black dress shoes (heel or flat is fine), but will not be 

allowed to wear boots, sneakers, tennis shoes, or any other informal shoe 

(think dressy church or banquet). 

 Leggings/tights are not pants and do not take the place of wearing a dress 

of appropriate length.  

o Ensemble/Advanced Mixed 

 Men 

 Tuxedos  

 The school gets a good deal on tuxes and we get full tuxedos for 

about $90-$100 

 Must wear black dress/tux shoes 

 Women 

 Choral dresses 

 Purchased through the choral department 

 Usually around $76 (they come unhemmed. Students will be 

responsible for getting them hemmed)  

 Black heels or flats  

 

Classroom Needs: 



 If you would like to donate some materials to our classroom, here are some items that 

would be helpful to us.  

 1 in. Black Ringed Binders (If someone can’t afford one, I try to keep a few extra) 

 Tissues (We go through a lot) 

 Cleaning supplies (Lysol wipes, All-purpose cleaner, etc.) 

 Paper Towels 

 Paperwear (Plates, cups, etc. sometimes we have food/parties) 

 Hand Sanitizer 

 Post-It Notes (they save my mind) 

 Dry Erase Markers  

 Tools, Paint, Old Décor, Old Clothes that could use for costumes (used for 

musical theater 

 Anything you would like to donate! 

There could be a few small additions that will need to be purchased but nothing major. Please try 

to pay all fees associated with these classes or we will not be able to provide the appropriate 

materials to the kids. The fee money goes towards music, accompanists, videographers, 

classroom supplies, and much. much more! Thank you all for your participation in our program. 

I look forward to working with you all.  

 

 

Nutrition Across the Lifespan:  Mrs. Zoldessy 
Two inch 3 ring binder and glue sticks 

 

Commercial Interior Design:  Mrs. Zoldessy 
Two inch 3 ring binder and rubber cement 

  

Foundations of Education:  Mrs. Zoldessy 
Two inch 3 ring binder and glue sticks 

 

Teaching as a Profession I:  Mrs. Zoldessy 
Two inch 3 ring binder and glue sticks 

 

 

Health Occupations 

Health Science: Ms. Crowley 

 1.5 inch binder 

 dividers (5)  

 70 page spiral notebook  



 Notebook paper 

 Pens/pencils (blue or black pens only) 

 Highlighters (optional)  

Class fee: $10.00 

Medical Therapeutics : Ms. Crowley 

 1.5 inch binder 

 Dividers (5)  

 Notebook paper 

 Pens/pencils (blue or black pens only) 

 Highlighters (optional) 

Class fee: $10.00 

Diagnostic Medicine: Ms. Crowley 

 1.5 inch binder 

 Dividers (5)  

 Notebook paper 

 Pens/pencils (blue or black pens only) 

 Highlighters (optional) 

Class fee: $10.00 

Pharmacological Science/Clinical Internship: Ms. Crowley 

 2 inch binder 

 Dividers (5) 

 Notebook paper 

 Pens/pencils (blue or black pens only) 

 Highlighters (optional)  

 Navy blue scrubs  
Class fee: $10.00 
 

 

AFJROTC 

Clothing 

 2pr of white athletic socks that cover the ankle (NO Footies!)  



- Required wear w/Physical Training and Alternate Uniforms 

 1pr Blue Jeans  

- Serves as pants for our Alternate Uniform 
- NO flares, fades, frays, holes, ornamentation, etc. 

 1 plain black leather belt w/standard silver or gold dress buckle 

- Worn w/Alternate Uniform (when notified or directed)  
- NO designs, beads, names, leatherwork, etc. 

 1pr Tennis/Running Shoes 

- Required wear w/Physical Training and Alternate Uniforms 

Classroom 

 Wooden, #2, Lead Pencil 

Black or Blue Ballpoint Pens 

 Gum Eraser 

 Pocket Folder  

1 ½” Three (3) Ring Notebook Binder 

College or Wide-ruled, Three (3) Ring, Notebook Paper 

Miscellaneous 

 Shoe Shine Kit w/Black Polish (to polish issued uniform shoes) 

  -   In addition to polish and a brush, kit should contain 

   -- Toothbrush 
   -- Clean, used, white t-shirt 
 __________________________________________________________ 

Physical Science: Mrs. Rogers 
1. A 3-ring binder (1 1/2” or 2” please) with 3 dividers (may even be colored construction paper) 

There will be a notebook check with every unit! 

2. Loose leaf notebook paper 

3. A composition book (NOT spiral) for daily physical science questions. 

4. Pencils and ink pens (may use colored pens for notes) 

5. Highlighters (if wanted for marking notes) 

6. Calculator (NOT the one on your phone) 



 

Honors Chemistry I: Mrs. Rogers 
1. A 3-ring binder (1 1/2” or 2” please) with 3 dividers (may even be colored construction paper) 

There will be a notebook check with every unit! 

2. Loose leaf notebook paper 

3. A composition book (NOT spiral) for daily chemistry questions. 

4. Pencils and ink pens (may use colored pens for notes) 

5. Highlighters (if wanted for marking notes) 

6. Scientific calculator – do NOT need graphing (NOT the one on your phone) 

7. A 12 or 24 count box of colored pencils (if wanted for marking notes).  We will use them on 

occasion in class, and I have some for those times. 

 

 

Honors Chemistry II and AP (year long): Mrs. Rogers 
1. A 3-ring binder (at least 2” please) 

2. Loose leaf notebook paper 

3. A composition book (NOT spiral).  If you still have the one from Honors Chemistry I, you may 

use it. 

4. Pencils and ink pens (may use colored pens for notes) 

5. Highlighters (if wanted for marking notes) 

6. Scientific calculator – do NOT need graphing (NOT the one on your phone) 

 

 

 

 


